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Let ft (n) be the number of questions necessary to find an unknown element out
of a set of n elements with a q-ary search process when up to t answers may be
wrong (are lies). For q=2, this problem was treated by several authors. We give
the complete solution for t=1 and derive bounds for general t. Further, it is shown
that the corresponding function g1(n) for the non-adaptive case (which requires
construction of 1-error correcting codes) differs from f1(n) by at most 1, when q is
a prime power.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
A number of papers have recently appeared on the following problem,
first raised by Ulam [2, 3, 6, 7, 11]: Suppose we are given a set of n
elements S. We are required to determine an unknown element x* by asking
questions of the form: Is x* # T, TS? What is the minimum number of
questions necessary to find x* when in the course of our search up to t lies
may occur? Ulam's original problem [12] referred to n=1,000.000 where
at most two lies are allowed. The case of one lie was solved by Pelc [7],
and that of two lies by Guzicki [3]. The general case, when t lies are
permitted, was very recently solved (up to a constant) by Spencer [11]. In
[9, 10], the alphabetical variant was treated, when the testsets T are
initial segments [1, ..., i], in (for the terminology see e.g. [1, 4]). It
was also noted by several authors that the non-adaptive search in the
presence of up to t lies is equivalent to the construction of t-error-corecting
codes.
In the present paper we treat the general q-ary case when we receive up
to q answers to every question, q2. In Sections 2 and 3 we give the com-
plete solution for one lie. Section 4 discusses the non-adaptive variant, and
in the last section we give lower bounds for the search length when up to
t lies occur.
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2. Preliminaries
Let S be a set of n2 elements, and q2. We are required to find an
unknown element x* by a sequence of tests. We call x* the defective
element. Every test consists of a partition of S into at most q parts, and we
receive as answer the part in which x* lies. If all answers are true, then the
usual information-theoretic bound it exactwe need Wlogq nX tests in the
worst case.
Now, let us assume that in the course of our question procedure one lie
may occur. We want to determine the minimum number f (n) of questions
necessary in the worst case.
Lemma 1. Suppose we can find the defective element with k questions.
Then k3, and
nqk&2. (1)
Proof. Clearly, two elements require already at least 3 tests, since the
two outcomes may be contradictory, and we don't know which is correct,
hence k=2 implies n=1. Now, by induction, after the first test, each part
contains at most qk&3 candidates, implying nqk&2. K
Next, we derive the so-called Hamming bound which is the analog to the
information-theoretic bound in the error-free case. Suppose we use a
certain search procedure A. With every stage of A we associate the pair
(A, B), where A is the set of possible candidates for x* which are com-
patible with all previous outcomes, and B the set of candidates compatible
with all but one outcome. We call (a, b) with a=|A| , b=|B| the type of
the current stage. Thus, at the start we have type (n, 0) and at the end
(1, 0) or (0, 1).
Let (Xi , Yi), i=1, ..., q, be the next test partition, i.e. A=4 Xi , B=4 Yi ,
where we disregard the elements already proven to be good. We set
xi=|Xi | , yi=|Yi | , thus a=qi=1 xi , b=
q
i=1 yi . If the answer is
x* # Xi _ Yi , then, clearly, the pair corresponding to the new stage is
(Xi , (A"Xi) _ Yi) with type (xi , a&xi+yi). In the following, we will shortly
refer to a test-set (xi , yi), meaning that we select xi elements from A and
yi from B in the i th part of the test partition.
Lemma 2. Suppose the defective element can be found with k questions.
Then
(1+k(q&1))nqk.
Proof. Suppose in the course of an algorithm we reach type (a, b),
and assume that (a, b) can be searched with m questions. Generalizing
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the corresponding definitions in [2, 7, 9], we define the weight of (a, b)
by
wm (a, b)=(1+m(q&1))a+b. (2)
For m=0 we have (a, b)=(1, 0) or (0, 1), and thus w0(a, b)=1. Let m1,
and assume (xi , yi) is the next test. With answer i, we obtain type
(ai , bi)=(xi , a&xi+yi), and hence
wm&1(ai , bi)=(1+(m&1)(q&1))xi+(a&xi+yi)
=(m&1)(q&1)xi+a+yi .
Now we note
:
q
i=1
wm&1(ai , bi)=(m&1)(q&1)a+qa+b
=(1+m(q&1))a+b
=wm (a, b). (3)
It follows that
max
i
wm&1(ai , bi)
wm (a, b)
q
. (4)
At the start, we have wk (n, 0)=(1+k(q&1))n, and thus we infer by (4)
and w0(1, 0)=w0(0, 1)=1,
1
wk (n, 0)
qk
,
which is our assertion. K
We can strengthen the bound of Lemma 2 somewhat by looking at the
first test. Let n=lq&r, 0r<q. The first test is of the form (xi , 0),
 xi=n, and the best we can do is to split n as evenly as possible, i.e.
x1= } } } =xr=l&1, xr+1= } } } =xq=l. By (4), we must have
wk&1(xi , n&xi)qk&1
which for ir+1 yields with l=(n+r)q,
qk&1(1+(k&1)(q&1)) l+n&l=(k&1)(q&1)
n+r
q
+n
=
(1+k(q&1))n
q
+
r(k&1)(q&1)
q
.
Hence we obtain the following strengthening of Lemma 2.
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Lemma 3. Suppose the defective element can be found with k questions.
Then
(1+k(q&1))n+r(k&1)(q&1)qk, (5)
where n=lq&r, 0r<l.
We have established two bounds (1) and (5) for the number of questions
needed, and our main theorem says that this number is also sufficient.
3. The Main Theorem
Theorem 1. Given q2. Then we can find the defective element out of
a set of n elements with k questions, using a q-ary search process with at
most one lie permitted, if and only if
nmin \qk&2, q
k&r(k&1)(q&1)
1+k(q&1) + (6)
where n=lq&r, 0r<q.
Proof. The necessity of (6) was established in Lemmas 1 and 3. Sup-
pose, conversely, that (6) holds, and assume n2 and thus k3. In the
first test we split the set into xi elements as before with xi=l&1 (ir),
xi=l (ir+1). The new types are (ai , bi), ai=xi , bi=n&xi . For all i, we
have
aiqk&3, bi(q&1)(ai&1),
since l=(n+r)q(qk&2+r)q<qk&3+1, and (q&1)(l&1)=lq&
(q&1)&ln&l.
Furthermore, by the second assumption in (6)
wk&1(ai , bi)=(1+(k&1)(q&1))ai+biqk&1.
Hence the theorem will follow from the following assertion:
Let m2, and consider type (a, b). If
(A) aqm&2
(B) b(q&1)(a&1)
(C) wm (a, b)=(1+m(q&1))a+bqm,
then (a, b) can be searched with m questions.
Notice that for a=0, only (C) applies with bqm. But here we are in the
error-free case, since no more lies occur, whence the claim is true by the
usual q-partition process. Hence we may assume a1.
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Consider m=2. The conditions say a1 and (2q&1)a+bq2. From
a=1 we infer b(q&1)2. Now choose as test set x1=1, y1=0,
x2= } } } =xq=0, and y2 , ..., yq evenly divided among b(q&1), i.e.
yi=wb(q&1)x or yi=Wb(q&1)X. If the answer is 1, then we obtain type
(1, 0) and are done. If the answer is i2, then type (0, 1+yi) results with
1+yiq, and we are again through with one more question.
Now let m3. We are going to show that we can find a test set (xi , yi)
such that the resulting types (ai , bi) satisfy (A), (B), (C) with m&1 instead
of m. The assertion and thus the theorem will then follow by induction.
Let a1, a=sq+t, 0t<q. We set x1= } } } =xt=s+1,
xt+1= } } } =xq=s.
Case 1. qm&1&(1+m(q&1))(aq)+(tq)(m&1)(q&1)b(q&t). Set
yt+1= } } } =yq=y with
y=qm&1&(1+m(q&1))
a
q
+
t
q
(m&1)(q&1). (7)
Note y0 (by (C)), and qi=t+1 yib. By an easy calculation, we have
y=qm&1&a&(m&1)(q&1) s. (8)
Now, the yi's (i=1, ..., t) are evenly divided among b&(q&t) y, i.e.
equal to w(b&(q&t) y)tx or W(b&(q&t) y)tX. Set
b&(q&t) yt |=b&(q&t) y+ht , 0h<t. (9)
Consider the resulting types (ai , bi). Conditions (A) and (B) are clearly
satisfied with m&1.
Suppose it+1. Then ai=s, bi=a&s+y, and
wm&1(ai , bi)=(1+(m&1)(q&1)) s+a&s+y
=(m&1)(q&1)s+a+y=qm&1
by (8). Hence (C) is satisfied with equality.
Now assume t1, and consider it. Here ai=s+1, bi=a&s&1+yi .
We have
wm&1(ai , bi)=(1+(m&1)(q&1))(s+1)+a&(s+1)+yi
=(m&1)(q&1)(s+1)+a+yi
(m&1)(q&1)(s+1)+a+
b&(q&t) y+h
t
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by (9). A straightforward calculation using (8) shows that the last expres-
sion (which is integral) is equal to
qm&1+
b+h&qm+(1+m(q&1))a
t
.
Now, h#qm&(1+m(q&1))a&b (mod t), h<t, and qm&(1+
m(q&1))a&b0 (condition (C)) imply
hqm&(1+m(q&1))a&b,
and thus again
wm&1(ai , bi)qm&1.
Case 2. qm&1&(1+m(q&1))(aq)+(tq)(m&1)(q&1)>b(q&t).
We set y1= } } } =yt=0, and divide yi (it+1) evenly among b(q&t).
Again, conditions (A), (B) are satisfied for all i with m&1, as is (C) for
it+1, since yiy with y as defined in (7).
It remains to show that (C) holds for (ai , bi), it, in case t1. Here
ai=s+1, bi=a&s&1, and an easy calculation yields
wm&1(ai , bi)=(1+m(q&1))
a
q
+(m&1)(q&1)&
t(m&1)(q&1)
q
.
Suppose, contrary to (C), wm&1(ai , bi)qm&1+1. Then
(1+m(q&1))a+q(m&1)(q&1)&t(m&1)(q&1)qm+q. (10)
From our assumption (C) together with (10) we infer
bq(m&1)(q&1)&t(m&1)(q&1)&q,
and with (B)
a&1q(m&1)&t(m&1)&
q
q&1
or
a(q&t)(m&1)&
1
q&1
. (11)
Plugging (11) into (10) yields
(q&t)((m2&1)(q&1)+(m&1))&q&m&
1
q&1
qm,
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and since t1, we conclude
(m2&1)(q&1)2+(m&1)(q&1)&q&m&
1
q&1
qm.
Since q2, this last inequality implies after some calculation
(m2&1)q2&3m2&
1
q&1
qm. (12)
Now, it is easily seen that (12) is only satisfied for m=4, q=3 or m=3.
Consider m=4, q=3. By (10), we have 9a+18&6t84, implying a8
since t1. On the other hand, (11) yields a<(3&t)36, a contradiction.
In the final case m=3, we infer from (10) after some manipulation
a
q3
3q&2
+1.
On the other hand, condition (A) says aq, which is clearly impossible,
and we are finished. K
To complete our analysis, we compare the two expressions on the right-
hand side of (6). Let f (n) be the minimum number of questions necessary,
then f (n)=max(Wlogq nX+2, k0) with k0=min(k : (1+k(q&1))nqk&
r(k&1)(q&1)). It is easily verified that Wlogq nX+2k0 for nqq&1 and
Wlogq nX+2k0 for n>qq&1.
Corollary 1. Let f (n) be the minimum number of questions necessary
to find the defective element out of a set of n2 elements, using a q-ary
search with at most one lie permitted. Then
Wlogq nX+2 if nqq&1
f (n)={min k with nqk&r(k&1)(q&1)1+k(q&1)if n>qq&1
where n=lq&r, 0r<q.
Example. One of the oldest and best-known search problems calls for
finding a defective coin. Suppose we are given n coins of which n&1 have
the same weight (the good coins), and one is lighter (the defective coin).
A test consists in weighing two equal-sized sets of coins on a balance scale
with three possible outcomes, depending on which side goes down, or
whether the two sets have equal weight. Thus we have a ternary search
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problem (q=3), and it is well-known that Wlog3 nX weighings indeed
suffice to find the lighter coin when no errors occur.
Suppose now that one lie is permitted. Then the bounds of Corollary 1
apply for q=3. But in this situation not all tests are allowed, due to the
constraint that two parts must have equal size. It is, however, an easy mat-
ter to adjust the proof of theorem 1 to meet this constraint, yielding the
same result as in the general case, first obtained by Pelc [8]: Let b(n) be
the minimum of weighings necessary to find a lighter coin out of n2 coins
with balance scale weighings and at most one lie permitted. Then
b(n)=min k with n
3k&2r(k&1)
2k+1
where n=3l&r, 0r<3.
4. The Non-adaptive Case
So far, we have studied sequential search processes using at any stage of
the algorithm all the information we have gathered till then. A non-adaptive
or predetermined algorithm calls for setting up the test partitions of the set
S once and or all. A successful search with k questions is then a (k_n)-
matrix M with entries from [1, ..., q], corresponding to the parts of the
partitions such that any column is uniquely determined by its entries. In
the error-free case, this just means that all columns must be distinct. Hence
k=Wlogq nX is again the search length.
Now suppose that up to t lies are allowed. If column j (corresponding
to the j-th element) is the eventual defective element, then clearly any other
column j $ must differ from column j in at least 2t+1 positions, since
otherwise we could not tell at the end whether j or j $ is the right answer.
Hence any two columns must have Hamming distance at least 2t+1. Since
this condition is clearly also sufficient to recover the defective element, we
see that a (k_n)-search matrix M is successful if and only if the columns
form a t-error correcting code over the alphabet [1, ..., q] of size n and
length k. Of course, instead of [1, ..., q] we may take any q-set.
Let us consider the case t=1, with one lie permitted, and denote by g(n)
the minimum k such that a 1-error correcting code of size n and length k
exists. Clearly, we have f (n)g(n) for all n.
In contrast to the sequential case, the present situation depends heavily
on q. For prime powers q we can determine g(n) up to an error of 1,
whereas in the non prime power case we know almost nothing.
Let q be a prime power and denote by GF(q) the Galois field with q
elements. Let us first consider n=qm. We are going to show that g(n)= f (n)
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holds for all these n. According to Corollary 1 we distinguish the cases
mq&1 and mq.
Assume first mq&1. Let GF(q)=[a1 , a2 , ..., aq]. In the (2_(m+2))-
matrix
0 1 1 1
H=\ } } } +1 a1 a2 am+1
any two columns are linearly independent. By a well-known coding
theorem (see [5, p. 32]), the null-space of H forms a 1-error correcting
code C. The size of C is n=|C|=qm and the length k=m+2. Hence
g(qm)logq (qm)+2, and thus g(qm)= f (qm) by Corollary 1. Note that for
m=q&1 we obtain the Reed-Solomon codes.
Now let m>q&1. The Gilbert-Varshamov bound [5, p. 34] states that
there exists a linear 1-error correcting code of size n=qm and length k if
1+(k&1)(q&1)<qk&m. (13)
Thus if the assumption of Corollary 1 is satisfied for n=qm, then certainly
(13) holds, and we have again g(qm)= f (qm).
So for n=qm we know that g(n) and f (n) coincide, and we are ready to
prove a general result.
Theorem 2. Let q be a prime power, and f (n), g(n) the functions pre-
viously defined. Then
g(n)= f (n) for nqq&1
f (n)g(n) f (n)+1 for n>qq&1.
Proof. Clearly, the functions f (n) and g(n) are non-decreasing in n.
Since g(qm)= f (qm) for all m, we deduce the equality for nqq&1 from
Corollary 1.
Consider now n with qm<n<qm+1, mq&1. Let us study the behavior
of f (qm)=k. By Corollary 1,
(1+k(q&1))qmqk. (14)
We claim that f (qm+1)= f (qm)+1 except when qm satisfies (14) with
equality in which case f (qm+1)= f (qm)+2.
Since by the definition of k= f (qm), (1+(k&1)(q&1))qm>qk&1, we
deduce
(1+k(q&1))qm+1>qk,
and thus f (qm+1)k+1= f (qm)+1.
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Now suppose (1+k(q&1))qm=qk&s with s>0. Then s must be a
multiple of qm. Furthermore, we have qk&qm#s (mod q&1), and thus
s#0 (mod q&1). Since qm and q&1 are relatively prime, we deduce
s(q&1)qm. From (1+k(q&1))qmqk&(q&1)qm, we now infer
(1+(k+1)(q&1))qm+1=(1+k(q&1))qm+1+(q&1)qm+1
qk+1&(q&1)qm+1+(q&1)qm+1,
and thus f (qm+1)=k+1= f (qm)+1, as claimed. Since g(qm)= f (qm) for
all m, we deduce for qm<n<qm+1
k= f (qm) f (n)g(n)g(qm+1)= f (qm+1)=k+1.
Finally, when (1+k(q&1))qm=qk, then f (n)k+1 for qm<n<qm+1,
and it remains to show that f (qm+1)=k+2. But this follows immediately
from the assumption (1+k(q&1))qm=qk, and the proof is complete. K
As an example, consider q=2. The first case with g(n)> f (n) arises for
n=21. In this case, f (21)=8. On the other hand, the maximum size of a
binary 1-error correcting code of length 8 is 20 (see [5, p. 541]), hence
g(21)=9.
For q not a prime power Galois fields are not at our disposal, and next
to nothing is known. We just remark that f (qm)=g(qm) need not hold in
this case. As an example, take q=6 and m=2. We have f (36)=4 by
Corollary 1. A (4_36)-search matrix is, however, easily seen to correspond
to a pair of orthogonal Latin squares of order 6, and such a pair doesn't
exist. Another example is n=65. Again by Corollary 1, we have f (65)=7.
In this case (1+7.5)65=67 holds with equality. The equality g(65)=7
would thus result in a perfect 1-error correcting code of length 7 over an
alphabet with 6 letters. Such a code would again imply the existence of a
pair of orthogonal Latin squares of order 6, thus g(65)>7.
6. More Lies
Let us now consider the general case when in the (sequential) search up
to t lies are permitted. Our goal is to generalize the bounds of Lemmas 1
and 2 to this situation. Again, we assume n2 elements and a q-ary search
process.
It is clear that even for n=2 we need 2t+1 questions, since if we receive
t times the answer x*=x1 and t times the answer x*=x2 , we still don't
know after 2t tests which element is the defective one. By the same
argument as in the proof of Lemma 1, we thus obtain:
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Lemma 4. Suppose we can find the defective element with k questions
when t lies are allowed. Then k2t+1, and nqk&2t.
To generalize the Hamming bound, we again associate types to the
stages of the search process. A type is now a (t+1)-tuple
a

=(at, m , ..., a0, m)
where aj, m is the number of elements compatible with all but precisely t& j
of the previous outcomes. The second index refers to the assumption that
a

can be searched with m questions.
A test-set is of the form (x (i)j, m), j=0, ..., t, i=1, ..., q, with
qi=1 x
(i)
j, m=a j, m , meaning that we select in the i th part of the test parti-
tion x(i)j, m elements for j=0, ..., t. As in the case of one lie, the new type after
answer i is
a

(i)=(x (i)t, m , ..., x
(i)
j, m+a
(i)
j+1, m&x
(i)
j+1, m , ..., x
(i)
0, m+a
(i)
1, m&x
(i)
1, m). (15)
In analogy to (3) we want to find a weight wm (a
) such that
wm (a
)= :
q
i=1
wm&1(a
(i)). (16)
Let us write wm (a
) with unknown integral coefficients fj, m0:
wm (a
)=wm (at, m , ..., a0, m)= :
t
j=0
fj, m a j, m .
For m=0, we must have a

=(0, ..., 1, ..., 0) with precisely one 1 and 0 else-
where, and w0(a
)=1. Thus the initial conditions for the fj, 0's are
fj, 0 =1 for all j.
Expressing (16) in terms of the coefficients fj, m we are led with (15) to the
following recursive system:
fj, 0=1 ( j0), f0, m=1 (m0)
(17)
fj, m= fj, m&1+(q&1) fj&1, m&1 ( j1, m1).
Solving (17) is a pleasing exercise in generating functions. Let
F(x, y)= :
j, m0
fj, m x jym= :
j } m=0
fj, m x jym+ :
j, m1
fj, m x jym. (18)
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For m=0, we obtain
:
j0
fj, 0 x jy0= :
j0
x j=
1
1&x
,
and similarly
:
m0
f0, m x0ym=
1
1&y
.
Together, we have for the first summand in (18)
:
j } m=0
fj, m x jym=
1
1&x
+
1
1&y
&1=
1&xy
(1&x)(1&y)
. (19)
For the second summand, we see by recursion (17)
:
j, m1
fj, m x jym= :
j, m1
( fj, m&1+(q&1) fj&1, m&1) x jym
=y :
j1, m0
fj, m x jym+(q&1) xy :
j, m0
fj, m x jym
=y \F(x, y)& 11&y++(q&1) xyF(x, y), (20)
hence with (19) and (20)
F(x, y)=
1&xy
(1&x)(1&y)
+y \F(x, y)& 11&y++(q&1) xyF(x, y).
Solving for F(x, y) yields
F(x, y)=
1
(1&x)(1&(1+(q&1)x) y)
.
For the coefficient of ym in F(x, y) we thus obtain
[ym] F(x, y)=(1+(q&1)x)m= :
m
i=0 \
m
i + (q&1) i xi,
and hence by multiplying with 1(1&x)
fj, m=[x jym] F(x, y)= :
j
i=0 \
m
i + (q&1) i ( j, m0).
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The proper weight function wm (at, m , ..., a0, m) is thus
wm (at, m , ..., a0, m)= :
t
j=0
:
j
i=0 \
m
i + (q&1) i a j, m , (21)
and by the same method as in Lemma 2 we obtain:
Lemma 5. Suppose we can find the defective element out of a set of n
elements with k questions when t lies are allowed. Then
:
t
i=0 \
k
i + (q&1) i nqk.
Of course, this is just the usual Hamming bound for t-error correcting
codes of length k and size n. Thus Lemma 5 says that this bound holds
more strongly already for sequential search procedures in the presence of
up to t lies.
Let us summarize Lemmas 4 and 5 in the following statement.
Theorem 3. Let ft (n) be the number of questions necessary to find the
defective element out of a set of n elements with a q-ary search process when
up to t lies occur. Then
ft (n)max(Wlogq nX+2t, k0),
where k0 is the smallest integer k with ti=0 (
k
i )(q&1)
i nqk.
Analogous to Lemma 3, the Hamming bound can be strengthened by
looking at the first test. This gives by an easy calculation
:
t
i=0 \
k
i + (q&1) i nqk&\
k&1
t + (q&1)t r
where n=lq&r, 0r<q. This bound is in the non-adaptive case essen-
tially equivalent to a theorem of Johnson (see [5, p. 533] for the binary
case q=2). Further refinements can be derived by considering the first t
tests.
The question remains whether the bound in Theorem 3 is also sufficient,
as in the case of one lie. This has been answered affirmatively in [3] when
q=t=2. We surmise that the same holds for arbitrary q and t, and n=qm.
In the binary case q=2, Spencer [11] proved the validity of the bound up
to a constant.
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